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Abstract

The Plasma Electron and Current Experiment (PEACE) instruments operate on all
four of the Cluster spacecraft and measure the 3-D velocity distribution of electrons
in the energy range from 0.59 eV to 26.4 keV during each spacecraft spin. Pitch angle
distributions and moments of the velocity distribution are also produced. As the mission5

progresses the efficiency of the detectors has declined. Several factors may play a
role in this decline such as exposure to radiation, high electron fluxes and spacecraft
thruster firings. To account for these variations, continuous in-flight calibration work is
essential. The purpose of this paper is to describe the PEACE calibration parameters,
focussing in particular on those that vary over time, and to describe the methods which10

are used to determine their evolution.

1 Introduction

A detailed description of the PEACE instrument is not provided here but can be found
in Johnstone et al. (1997) and Fazakerley et al. (2010a).

Each of the Cluster spacecraft carries an identical PEACE instrument which consists15

of two sensors and a data processing unit. Both sensors are capable of covering the
full energy range of the instrument, but each sensor usually covers about 70 % of the
instrument energy range in any given spin. The LEEA (Low Energy Electron Analyser)
sensor has a smaller geometric factor appropriate for the higher fluxes that are normally
found at the lower energies such as in the solar wind and magnetosheath. The HEEA20

(High Energy Electron Analyser) sensor has a larger geometric factor better suited for
the weaker fluxes seen in the magnetosphere. Used together the sensors can cover
the full energy range every spin.

Each of the sensors is a “Top Hat” electrostatic analyser (Carlson et al., 1983),
whose operational principle is illustrated in Fig. 1. A voltage is applied across the hemi-25

spheres of the analyser which diverts electrons of a specific energy and acceptance
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angle (shown in blue) through the analyser to the semi-annular micro-channel plate
(MCP) detector. Sunlight passes through the aperture and out again; measures are
taken to minimise the amount of light reflected within the analyser and reaching the
MCP. Electrons which do not have the selected energy (shown in red) strike the anal-
yser hemispheres and are not counted. When an electron reaches the MCP the signal5

is amplified and the resulting charge cloud is detected in one of the 12 segments of the
anode beneath, providing information about the direction in which the electrons were
travelling. The number of electrons that result for each incident electron is defined as
the gain of the MCP. A voltage is applied across the MCP in order to produce charge
amplification.10

The two PEACE sensors are mounted on opposite sides of the spacecraft with their
field of view fans lying perpendicular to the spacecraft surface as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Each individual sensor has an 180◦ field of view and covers a 4π field of view in one
spacecraft spin. The combined field of view of the two sensors covers the complete
4π solid angle range during half a spacecraft spin, in the energy range overlapped by15

the two sensors. The sensor numbering in Fig. 2 shows the direction from which the
arriving electrons are counted on the twelve anodes (0 to 11), e.g. zone 0 looks toward
−Xb and sees electrons travelling with velocities along the spin axis direction +Xb.

2 The calibration parameters

During a spin each PEACE sensor can sample the velocity distribution of the plasma20

electrons by making a series of individual measurements in a set of different look di-
rections and energies. Such a measurement gives the velocity space density of the
electrons, fijk , in the small region of velocity space defined by polar angle i , azimuthal
angle j and energy (speed) interval k . The velocity space density is related to measured
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quantities and calibration factors as follows:

fijk =
Pijk

taccν
4
kGiεik

, (1)

where Pijk is the number of electrons counted after dead time correction (related to
instrument electronics not the MCP), tacc is the data accumulation time, a fixed fraction
of the spin period, νk is the mean value of the measured electron speed during time tacc,5

Gi is the geometric factor for the i-th polar angle sector, which in a perfectly concentric
analyser reduces to a single value G for all sectors (the geometric factor is different
for HEEA and LEEA sensors due to different mechanical designs for the electrostatic
analyser entrance aperture and collimator), and εik = ε0ε(ν2

k )i is the detector efficiency
which varies with time, position on the detector and electron energy. It is defined as the10

probability that a particle reaching the detector is actually registered. ε0 is an energy
and position independent efficiency term and ε(ν2

k )i is the relative sensitivity of the
detector as a function of position (i.e. anode segment) and electron energy.

2.1 Ground calibration

Ground calibration work established values for the non-time varying parameters for15

each individual sensor before launch. The electrostatic analysers of the four HEEA sen-
sors were made as mutually identical as possible, similarly for the four LEEA sensors.
All eight sensors use the same equipment to control the electron energy selection and
to count detected electrons. The least controllable aspect of the design is the efficiency
of the individual MCP detectors in each sensor. Values were obtained for the geometric20

factor, Gi , the energies measured during energy sweeps, νk , and the relative sensitivity
of the detector ε(ν2

k )i , under conditions of optimum detector performance. Due to the
difficulty in measuring the current in an electron beam with sufficient accuracy it is chal-
lenging to establish good values for ε0 in a calibration facility. Therefore values for ε0
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were determined in flight through cross-calibration of PEACE and WHISPER density
measurements (Fazakerley et al., 2010b).

These parameters were measured in a test chamber to ensure the sensors were
identical to within specified tolerances before being accepted for flight. The values ob-
tained are used as the baseline from which any in-flight calibration corrections are5

made.

2.2 Calibration correction factors

It was expected that the performance of the detector would vary over time due to degra-
dation of the MCP and thus require correction through in-flight calibration. There are
two aspects of the instrument calibration which may vary during flight operations. The10

energy/angle dependent detector efficiency, εik , can be described by correction factors
(α,β) that account for these variations over time as follows:

εik = α(t)ε0βikε(ν2
k )i , (2)

where α(t) is the time dependent correction factor for the energy/angle independent
part of εik . It describes the effect of the sub-optimal detector sensitivity as it declines15

over time. By definition this correction factor applies equally for all anodes.
βik represents corrections for each anode to ε(ν2

k )i , the relative sensitivity of the
twelve individual anodes of each detector. Even small errors in the inter-anode calibra-
tion can result in large errors in the spin axis component of the bulk velocity which are
determined by integration of the velocity space density collected during a spin. This20

correction factor varies with gain of the MCP.
The parameters α and β were each equal to 1 in ground test conditions, when the

MCP gain was well above 2×106 electrons.
It is possible to increase the detector efficiency by increasing the voltage applied

across the MCP and this has been performed in small steps periodically throughout25

the mission.
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In this paper we describe two methods which have been used for determining how
the α factor term changes throughout the mission. The first method, detailed in Sect. 3,
uses data from weekly in-orbit tests of the PEACE sensor performance. However over
time, some of the PEACE MCPs have degraded to the point that we cannot collect
the input information needed to apply this method and an alternative technique was5

developed. This second method uses comparisons of electron densities measured by
PEACE LEEA and by other instruments to determine α for the LEEA sensor, and com-
parisons of PEACE HEEA and PEACE LEEA to determine α for the HEEA sensor. The
latter method is currently in use and it is described in Sect. 4. We also present the
results of these studies of the detector sensitivity evolution and comparisons of alpha10

determined by both methods.
The method for determination of the β correction factors have been described else-

where (see Fazakerley et al., 2010b) and not provided here.

2.3 Relationship between calibration factors and moments

It can be shown that the electron density measured by PEACE is inversely proportional15

to the calibration factors Gαε0. Thus these calibration factors need to be well charac-
terized to achieve good densities from PEACE. It also has a more complex dependency
on βikε(ν2

k )i .
The electron bulk velocity is independent of Gαε0, but has a strong dependency on

βikε(ν2
k )i , therefore to achieve good plasma bulk flow velocity vectors requires accurate20

determination of the relative sensitivity of the 12 detector polar zones as a function of
energy and gain.
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3 Determination of α using in-orbit MCP tests

3.1 MCP gain-voltage characteristic before launch

The gain for each individual MCP as a function of the voltage applied was characterised
in ground calibration tests prior to launch. Using a radioactive tritium source which has
a well known emission rate, the flux of beta particles (i.e. electrons, which have a5

maximum energy of 18.6 keV) was measured while operating across a range of MCP
voltage levels. At a given MCP voltage the number of electrons emerging from the MCP
in response to an incident electron is not always the same. The spread of values of
measured charge produced by the MCP for a given voltage is characterised by a pulse
height distribution (PHD) as shown by the sketch in Fig. 3. As the voltage increases,10

larger signals are generated and the PHD peak moves to higher gains. From the ground
test results, the peak of each pulse height distribution was taken to be the modal gain
for that voltage. Using these points a characteristic gain vs. voltage curve, as illustrated
by the black curve in Fig. 4, was produced for each MCP. The PEACE instruments have
a threshold level, ∼0.45×106 electrons, below which the counter electronics ignore15

the signal. The voltage at which the PHD modal gain is equal to the threshold level is
referred to as the threshold voltage, shown by Vref in Fig. 3.

3.2 MCP gain evolution monitoring: dual sensor technique

We choose to operate the MCPs with a specific operational voltage level in order to
achieve a desired gain. The MCP efficiency at a given voltage decreases with increased20

operating time. We compensate for the performance decline of the MCP over time by
periodically raising the operational voltage level applied across the analyser to maintain
the desired gain. In between these periodic voltage level raises we need to correct
for the sub-optimal detector sensitivity which requires us to know how the MCP is
performing at a specific time. It is not possible to perform in-orbit tests in which we25

measure PHD’s directly so an alternative method was required. A unique technique
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was developed to estimate the PHD modal gain though not the full PHD shape. The
technique makes use of the fact that we have two sensors on each spacecraft and
is based on two assumptions. Firstly, that the PHD for any given voltage is symmetric
about the modal gain, and secondly, that the gain-voltage curve does not change shape
significantly as the MCP ages. The second assumption is based in part on literature that5

shows examples of similar MCPs that have been tested before and after “scrubbing”,
e.g. Eberhardt (1979). Our assumption also seems to us to be well justified by the
agreement between alpha factors determined using our technique, and those inferred
via density comparisons with WHISPER. At any given time the peak of the PHD moves
to higher gains with increasing voltage level (Fig. 5a). As the modal gain rises the10

fraction of the PHD which lies above the electronic threshold of the instrument, and so
the fraction registered by the counter electronics, increases (Fig. 5b). The fraction of
the PHD above the electronic threshold gives the efficiency of the MCP. In the case
of perfectly symmetric PHD’s, the position of the point of inflection on the “cumulative
distribution function above threshold” curve is where the MCP is counting 50 % of the15

electrons entering its pores and so the gain can be determined and is equal to the
electronic threshold.

An in-orbit MCP test procedure was created where we can apply the principle il-
lustrated in Fig. 5. During a test both sensors, HEEA and LEEA, are set to observe
the same energy range and thus the same plasma electrons. The MCP on one sen-20

sor is swept through a range of voltage levels, sitting at each level for around 40 s
(10 spacecraft spins), and the counts per spin at each level are measured for each
anode. Simultaneously the other sensor is kept at a suitable voltage level in order to
monitor variations of the plasma environment. The key advantage of this two sensor
technique is that the response of the measured count rate to increasing MCP voltage25

in the test sensor can be separated from the measured count rate changes due to flux
variations in the ambient plasma, using data from the monitoring sensor. The test is
then repeated for the other sensor by exchanging their roles. A typical weekly MCP
test result is shown in Fig. 6 (for C1 HEEA). The upper panel shows the count rate
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from the HEEA (test) sensor collected over a range of MCP voltages. The count rates
have been normalised using the count rates from the LEEA (monitoring) sensor shown
in the lower panel. In this case the ambient plasma fluxes seen by the LEEA sensor are
varying (bottom panel) showing the importance for normalisation. Curves are provided
for each anode together with an average (thick dark blue line).5

We assume a symmetrical PHD distribution, in which case the point of inflection on
the averaged test curve gives the voltage Vref at which the gain is equal to the electronic
threshold, the threshold voltage, at the time of the test. We now need to determine
the gain at the normal operating MCP voltage, which is not usually the same as the
threshold voltage. The vertical red line in Fig. 6 shows the normal operating voltage10

level of the HEEA sensor at the time of that test. To determine what the gain is for
the operational voltage level we apply our second assumption that the characteristic
voltage vs. gain curves obtained from the ground calibration tests do not change in
shape over time but can simply be shifted to higher voltages, as shown by the red and
blue curves in Fig. 4. We know that higher voltages are required to produce the same15

gain as the MCP ages so our assumption is the simplest way to address this. We shift
the curve so that the voltage Vref lines up with the threshold voltage obtained from the
test and we can then infer the gain at the time of the test for any other voltage level as
shown in Fig. 7.

Once we know the gain of the MCP corresponding to the normal operational voltage20

level we can use the cumulative distribution function (CDF) curve to determine what
proportion of the PHD distribution lies above the electronic threshold for that value of
gain (Figs. 8 and 5). This fraction is represented in our calibrations as the α-factor
which is a measure of the number of electrons entering the MCP which are above
threshold and thus are being counted.25

In early calibration releases we used the mathematically derived Gaussian model
of the cumulative distribution function shown by the red curve in Fig. 9. This worked
well for high gains, which we verified by comparing PEACE densities with WHISPER
densities, however it did not work so well at low gains (< 0.6). A new alpha factor model
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curve was created by using results from in-orbit MCP tests. An empirical curve was
fitted to data of the normalised counts ratios from a large number of MCP tests, both
HEEA/LEEA and LEEA/HEEA as shown in Fig. 9. This empirical alpha factor model
deviates from the Gaussian model at lower gains, and it was found to give better results
and is now used for calibrations instead of the Gaussian model. It was also used to5

recalibrate the earlier datasets. A single empirical curve was made for all spacecraft
sensors, however future work is planned to check if different sensors can be better
characterised using individual curves. It may also be the case that the actual PHD’s
at low gains are not only not Gaussian, but not symmetrical in which case our method
may be less reliable as its assumptions are no longer completely applicable.10

3.3 Limitations of the dual sensor in-orbit MCP test method

In-orbit MCP tests are routinely carried out every week. An analysis of these tests gives
a detailed time history of the detector sensitivity variations for each sensor. A time
history of the threshold voltage determined from MCP test curves for the 8 sensors is
shown in Fig. 10.15

At the time of writing this method has ceased to be effective for the majority of the
sensors. As noted above we compensate for the efficiency decline of an MCP over time
by periodically raising the operational voltage level applied across the MCP. The decline
in efficiency has developed more rapidly across some sensors than others and so the
number of required voltage level increases has varied from sensor to sensor. On some20

sensors the highest available voltage level is now in use during normal operations so it
is no longer possible to raise them further. Also the threshold voltage is now close to the
maximum level so it is no longer possible to obtain a full S-curve during an MCP test.
This evolution is shown for two sensors in Fig. 11. These plots demonstrate the more
rapid efficiency decline of the Cluster-3 LEEA sensor in comparison to the Cluster-125

HEEA sensor. By 2006 C3 LEEA is already operating at one of the highest levels and
the full S-curve is unobtainable. By 2012 this is also the case for C1 HEEA. In 2012
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C3 LEEA is operating at its highest MCP voltage level so compensating for efficiency
decline in the future is no longer possible.

Although we no longer use this method for calibration purposes, we still routinely
perform the weekly tests as we expect that they will allow us to improve the low gain
statistics for the α vs. gain curve (Fig. 9), and they may provide clues to the evolution5

of the PHD.

4 Determination of α using PEACE-WHISPER density comparisons

Since it is no longer possible to calibrate the MCP sensitivity in flight using the method
described in Sect. 3, we have adopted an alternative procedure in which we adjust the
α-factor in order to achieve agreement in electron density values from PEACE LEEA10

sensors with results from the WHISPER experiment. This is only possible because of
the high quality of the WHISPER total density data, optimised in active sounding mode,
available in some of the plasma environments visited by Cluster.

The calibrations are extended to the HEEA sensors by comparing the densities from
the HEEA and LEEA sensors in the energy overlap region. This method has so far15

been applied for the period November 2004 through to January 2012. This includes
an overlap period with the results from in-orbit MCP tests, providing a check on the
accuracy of our PEACE only technique, which would be relevant in future missions
with no sounder.

4.1 LEEA sensors: LEEA/WHISPER density comparisons20

For the WHISPER densities we use WHISPER active mode electron data from
the magnetosheath, available from the Cluster Active Archive (CAA). Corresponding
PEACE LEEA electron densities are produced using the ground calibration geomet-
ric factor. To calculate electron densities from PEACE data also requires knowledge
of the spacecraft potential. In this analysis the EFW spin resolution probe-spacecraft25
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potential from the CAA is used. A correction of +1 eV, which is suitable in the dense
magnetosheath plasma environment, is applied to the EFW probe potential to give
the true value of the spacecraft electric potential. When calculating PEACE moments
we try to eliminate photoelectrons in the plasma distribution by increasing the lower
cut-off in the energy integration. We reject the energy bin containing the EFW probe-5

spacecraft potential and the one above as the 1 eV correction mentioned above may
put the true spacecraft potential in this bin.

4.1.1 Event selection and partial coverage

For this study carefully selected magnetosheath intervals are used. These are only
available between November and June each year. Thus MCP degradation during the10

magnetotail crossing region (July to October) is not determined, however the decline
is less severe in the magnetotail. It is important to determine the total electron den-
sity, thus we require that the energy range selected for the PEACE LEEA sensors is
such that the sensor measures all of the plasma. If this is not the case then we would
naturally expect the PEACE partial densities to be smaller than WHISPER densities.15

An example of this is shown in Fig. 12. In the upper spectrogram the LEEA sensor is
measuring the energy range 4.7–2880.0 eV. It can be seen from the spectrogram that
the LEEA sensor is measuring all energies above the spacecraft potential thus seeing
all of the plasma, so this event would be selected for use in the study. In the lower
spectrogram the LEEA sensor does not measure below 9.5 eV however the spacecraft20

potential is ∼3 eV, so LEEA does not measure some of the plasma fluxes above the
spacecraft potential which is expected to result in underestimated densities. Events of
this kind are not used in our study. Useful events are selected manually by looking
through spectrograms similar to those in Fig. 12.
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4.1.2 Filtering out possible errors in WHISPER and EFW data

Compromised points in both EFW and WHISPER data which could cause errors in the
analysis are filtered out by using comparisons of these data. It is assumed that there
should be a characteristic curve relating the EFW probe-spacecraft potential data and
the WHISPER density data as shown by Pedersen et al. (2008). Figure 13 shows5

a plot of this type using selected events of Cluster-4 magnetosheath data between
November 2002 and June 2003. Any points that are far from the trend are not used in
the study.

4.1.3 Determination of alpha

A time history of the α factor with weekly time steps is obtained by extracting the peak10

(modal) value of weekly averaged LEEA/WHISPER density ratios. In order to produce
daily values we interpolate between weekly points to give an α factor for each day.
Special attention is paid to times when there is expected to be a sharp rise or fall in
the α factor, such as when there is an MCP level raise or a thruster firing, by looking in
detail at the density ratios of individual events instead of using the weekly average and15

interpolation technique. Also careful analysis is applied to the calibration intervals used
for any dubious events which do not follow the α factor trend and which are deemed
not to be real.

For the magnetotail seasons where WHISPER density data is not routinely available,
the α factor is obtained by linear interpolation between the two values on either side of20

the gap, accounting for any MCP level raises and thrusters firings during these intervals
where possible. Cross-calibrations of PEACE densities with WIDEBAND densities in
the plasmasheet have been used, where available, to validate these α factors.

The α factors extracted from these density ratios apply for the MCP voltage level
used at the time for the magnetosheath intervals (often the nominal Vsheath = Vop −25

1 level). The α factors for the normal operational and other voltage levels are then
calculated by using the gain vs. voltage and alpha vs. gain curves described in Sect. 3.
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4.2 HEEA sensors: HEEA/LEEA comparisons

To calibrate the HEEA sensors PEACE HEEA densities are compared with PEACE
LEEA densities calculated using data only from the energy overlap region of the two
sensors. It is necessary to filter the events used in the study and reject those cases
where the energy overlap of the sensors is small and/or the energy overlap covers ten-5

uous plasmas which result in poor counting statistics. Poor count rates are becoming
more common in later years as the MCP gains decrease. The PEACE HEEA densities
are produced with only the ground calibration geometric factor applied. The PEACE
LEEA densities are produced after applying the α correction factor determined from
PEACE-WHISPER density comparisons.10

4.3 Results

4.3.1 LEEA sensitivity degradation

The PEACE LEEA/WHISPER density ratios from November 2004 to January 2012 for
each LEEA sensor are shown in Fig. 14. Each vertical strip in the plots is the fre-
quency histogram of the density ratio for one week of data. These plots effectively15

show the sensitivity degradation of the LEEA sensors over this time period. The reg-
ular gaps in the plots are for the magnetotail months (July–October) where we do not
see the magnetosheath. There is also a gap in the data for Cluster-3 between March
and May 2011 where the Wave Experiment Consortium (WEC) instrument suite, which
includes WHISPER and EFW, was non-operational.20

Figure 15 shows the α factor history for the four LEEA sensors for November 2004
to January 2012. The α factors determined from both the in-orbit MCP test method
(black) and PEACE-WHISPER density comparison method (red) are shown. By de-
sign, the alpha factors determined from PEACE-WHISPER comparisons include the
correction required to refine the value of the time-independent ε0 calibration parameter25

determined in ground tests (see Sect. 2). The correction to ε0 is not included in the
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alpha obtained from in-orbit MCP tests and is applied separately. Therefore in order
to compare like with like alpha factors from the two methods the correction for ε0 has
been factored out of the alpha factor from PEACE-WHISPER comparisons.

For each set of α factors the upper line is the α factor for the normal operational
level and the lower line is the α factor for the lowered MCP voltage levels used in5

the magnetosheath and solar wind. MCP level raises (green vertical lines) and the
thruster firings (blue vertical lines) which have had an observable impact on the α
factor are also indicated. Very good agreement between the two methods is seen for
the earlier years at normal operational voltage level. The weekly MCP test method is
available in all months unlike the LEEA/WHISPER comparison method which relies on10

observations in the magnetosheath. It can be clearly seen where the in-orbit MCP test
method begins to fail for each sensor.

4.3.2 HEEA sensitivity degradation

The PEACE HEEA/PEACE LEEA density ratios from November 2004 to January 2012
for each HEEA sensor are shown in Fig. 16. The data shown in these plots is from15

intervals where both sensors are operating at their normal operational level (i.e. not
lowered). These plots show the degradation of the HEEA sensor efficiencies over this
time period. As with the corresponding plot for the LEEA sensors, changes in the den-
sity ratio due to MCP voltage level raises and thrusters firings can be seen in the plots.

The α factor history for the four HEEA sensors extracted from the density ratio results20

are shown in Fig. 17 together with the α factors determined using the in-orbit method.

4.3.3 Discussion

There are several features that can be seen in these plots which require further discus-
sion:

1. MCP operational voltage level raises: due to decline in MCP efficiency over time,25

the operational MCP voltage levels on all sensors have been raised at various
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times throughout the mission in order to recover a desired sensitivity level. These
MCP voltage level changes have occurred at different times for different sensors,
with some sensors requiring more level raises than others. We tend to aim for
α ∼ 0.5 to 1 since the degradation rate has been observed to be greater when
α > 1. In Figs. 14 and 15 an example of this level raise can be seen on 20 Febru-5

ary 2010 where the voltage level was raised on all 4 LEEA sensors. The increase
in gain/sensitivity is clearly evident.

2. Thruster firings: spacecraft thruster firings of a variety of durations have been per-
formed throughout the mission. There is clear evidence that PEACE MCP sensi-
tivity declines following some thruster firings. For example, firings which have had10

severe effects on the sensitivity can be seen in Figs. 15 and 17 in November 2007
and November/December 2009. However it has been observed that after some
firings the MCP sensitivity does recover somewhat and in some cases to pre-firing
levels. A separate study into the effect of thruster firings on the MCP efficiency is
ongoing.15

3. MCP voltage level lowering: from November 2003 the MCP voltage levels were
routinely lowered by 1 or 2 levels when operating in the magnetosheath or solar
wind as it was believed that the performance decline would be more gradual if
the MCP’s were operated at a lower gain when in high flux environments. As of
November 2009 the MCP voltage levels on Cluster-3 and Cluster-4 are no longer20

lowered as their performance at the operational level from this time was consid-
ered as “low gain” so there was no need to lower them further. The increase in the
density ratio in Fig. 14 for Cluster-3 and Cluster-4 at the start of the 2009/2010
dayside is due to this change in commanding of the voltage level and is not a real
sensitivity increase.25

4. MCP voltage lowering to estimated half gain: during the 2004/2005 dayside sea-
son the MCP voltage levels were lowered in order to achieve an estimated gain
= 0.5×106 electrons on the sensors. This was performed to protect the MCP’s as
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described in point 3 above. However the gains went lower than intended so the
attempted targeting of a preferred gain was not repeated.

4.4 Limitations of the PEACE-WHISPER density comparison method

There are several issues which cause problems for this method:

1. Availability of good magnetosheath calibration intervals for LEEA/WHISPER work:5

this is sometimes a major problem. Between November 2003 and June 2008 the
PEACE sensors on only one spacecraft would operate throughout the magne-
tosheath and solar wind with the other spacecraft sensors powered off except
during predicted times of bow shock and magnetopause crossings. The “obser-
vational spacecraft” role rotated between Cluster-1, 2 and 4 (only Cluster-1 and10

2 between March 2005 and June 2008). From November 2008 Cluster-2 was
always, and still is, used as the observational spacecraft with Cluster-1, 3 and
4 routinely turned off in the magnetosheath except around the bow shock and
magnetopause crossings. For a short period between January and June 2012
Cluster-1 was used as the observational spacecraft instead of Cluster-2. Thus for15

the non-observational spacecraft only magnetosheath data collected during bow
shock and magnetopause crossings are available for the study.

2. Partial coverage of the plasma velocity distribution: even when the sensors are
on in the magnetosheath not all intervals can be used. Depending on the energy
range measured by the LEEA sensor, which is chosen to try and avoid the high20

fluxes of the photoelectrons, partial coverage of the plasma velocity distribution
(see Sect. 4.1.1) can be a major problem too. This was particularly an issue in
2009/2010.

3. HEEA/LEEA energy overlap: a small energy overlap region can cause large
spreads in the ratios. As a result many intervals need to be eliminated from the25

study.
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4. Low counting statistics: this can also cause large spreads in the ratios.

5. Low gains: at very low gains the gain vs. voltage and alpha vs. gain curves
(Sect. 3) are not as accurate as for higher gains, so determining alpha for differ-
ent MCP voltage levels carries some error, which is compounded when comparing
HEEA and LEEA.5

To help with points 1, 2 and 3, special calibration intervals have been introduced into the
routine commanding since 2011, to ensure full plasma coverage in the magnetosheath
for the LEEA sensor and large energy overlap region for the two sensors.

5 Conclusions

It has been shown in this paper that it has been essential to perform continuous in-10

flight calibrations to monitor the health and correct for the evolution of the MCP detec-
tor performance on each of the eight PEACE sensors. This builds on careful ground
calibration work to define many parameters that cannot be determined in flight. We
have described two independent methods to determine the detector sensitivity varia-
tions. The LEEA-WHISPER comparison method relies on accurate density determina-15

tion by WHISPER and PEACE. The dual sensor MCP test method uses only PEACE
data and is based on some assumptions which have been discussed. The MCP test
method works in all months unlike the LEEA/WHISPER comparison method which
cannot be used in the magnetotail season. Although the MCP test method can no
longer be applied, we continue to have good knowledge of α-factor evolution thanks to20

PEACE/WHISPER cross-calibrations. The good agreement of the two methods in ear-
lier years validate the PEACE only method, which may be of interest for future missions
that do not carry a sounder.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the principle of the PEACE electrostatic analyser.
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Fig. 2. The physical deployment of the PEACE LEEA and HEEA sensors on the spacecraft.
The spacecraft body co-ordinate system is shown (Xb, Yb, Zb). In orbit the spacecraft spin axes
are maintained roughly anti-parallel to the GSE z axis.
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Fig. 3. Sketch of the pulse height distributions (PHD’s) of measured values of charge from
tritium tests for different voltages applied across the MCP during ground calibration tests. The
peak of the PHD gives the modal gain for that voltage. As the voltage across the MCP is raised,
e.g. from V1 to V2, the modal gain also increases.
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Fig. 4. Sketch of the characteristic gain-voltage curve. The black curve is the trend produced
from the tritium tests prior to launch, where the blue crosses are the modal gains for particular
voltages and Vref is the threshold voltage that has a corresponding gain equal to the electronic
threshold of the instrument, T . The red and cyan curves show the gain-voltage curves shifted
to higher threshold voltages, Vtest1 and Vtest2, obtained from in-orbit MCP tests.
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Fig. 5. Sketch of the normalised PHD and cumulative distribution function above threshold. (a)
shows how the normalised PHD changes for increasing modal gain, asymptotically approaching
1. (b) shows the fraction of the PHD that lies above the electronic threshold of the instrument,
shown by the vertical green dashed line, assuming a PHD symmetric about the peak.
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Fig. 6. Typical MCP test result for the Cluster-1 HEEA sensor. The upper panel shows the count
rate from the HEEA (test) sensor collected over a range of MCP voltages. The count rates have
been normalised using the count rates from the LEEA (monitoring) sensor shown in the lower
panel. Curves are provided for each anode together with an average (thick dark blue line).
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Fig. 7. Sketch of obtaining the MCP gain for the normal operational voltage level, Vop, after
shifting the characteristic gain-voltage curve to apply at the time of the weekly MCP test by
requiring that the gain = T when the MCP voltage equals the threshold value determined from
the test.
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Fig. 8. Example sketch of the fraction of the PHD lying above the electronic threshold of the
instrument, T , shown by the shaded area.
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Figure 9. Alpha versus gain curve. This plot shows the difference between the Gaussian 3 

model (red) and the empirical model (black) obtained from fitting to counts ratios from a 4 

large number of MCP tests, normalised to 1 at high gains. 5 

 6 

 7 

Fig. 9. Alpha vs. gain curve. This plot shows the difference between the Gaussian model (red)
and the empirical model (black) obtained from fitting to counts ratios from a large number of
MCP tests, normalised to 1 at high gains.
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Fig. 10. Time history of the threshold voltage obtained from weekly MCP tests for all eight
sensors up to 2012.
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Fig. 11. Failure of the MCP test method. These plots show how the weekly MCP test results
have evolved for Cluster-1 HEEA and Cluster-3 LEEA over the mission. The red vertical line
shows the operational voltage level of the test sensor used around the time of the test. The nor-
malisation becomes unreliable if the operating voltage of the monitoring sensor is not sufficient
to give α ∼ 1 for that sensor. This problem is clearly apparent in some cases, for example C3
LEEA in 2012.
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Fig. 12. Example of full coverage (top panel) and partial coverage (bottom panel) of the plasma
energy range. The two black horizontal lines show the energy overlap region of the two PEACE
sensors. Energies above the top black line are being measured by the HEEA sensor only.
Energies below the bottom black line are being measured by the LEEA sensor only. Energies
in between the two lines are measured by both sensors. If LEEA does not measure energies
as low as the spacecraft potential we have “partial coverage”.
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Fig. 13. Correlation between EFW spacecraft potential and WHISPER density for Cluster-4
using magnetosheath data between November 2002 and June 2003. Points which do not fit the
trend (top plot) are removed and not included in the study (bottom plot).
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Fig. 14. Degradation of the four LEEA sensors between November 2004 and January 2012.
These plots show the PEACE LEEA/WHISPER density ratio frequency. Each vertical strip of
data is the frequency histogram for one weeks worth of data.
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Fig. 15. The relative MCP sensitivity time history for the four LEEA sensors. The red points are
the alpha factors inferred from the PEACE-WHISPER density comparison method including
estimates in the magnetotail months. The black points are the alpha factors produced using the
weekly MCP test method. For each dataset the upper line is for operational MCP voltage level
and the lower line for lowered MCP voltage level (used in high flux environments). Commanded
MCP voltage level changes are shown by green vertical lines. Thruster firings are shown by
blue vertical lines.
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Fig. 16. Degradation of the four HEEA sensors between November 2004 and January 2012.
These plots show the PEACE HEEA/PEACE LEEA density ratio frequency. Each vertical strip
of data is the frequency histogram for one weeks worth of data.
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Fig. 17. The relative MCP sensitivity time history for the four HEEA sensors. The red points
are the alpha factors inferred from HEEA/LEEA density comparisons. The black points are the
alpha factors produced using the weekly MCP test method. For each dataset the upper line is
for operational MCP voltage level and the lower line for lowered MCP voltage level (used in high
flux environments). Commanded MCP voltage level changes are shown by green vertical lines.
Thruster firings are shown by blue vertical lines.
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